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QUESTION 1

If you want to limit the serialization of items under the Navigation item to the item itself and those one step below, what
property should you add to the includes to indicate this limitation? 

A. Item path 

B. Scope 

C. Nothing, this is the default 

D. Name 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the three elements that make up a workflow? (Choose three.) 

A. Actions 

B. Submissions 

C. Security 

D. Permissions 

E. States 

F. Commands 

G. Approvals 

Correct Answer: AEF 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Sitecore utilizes several databases with various purposes. What data is stored in the Master database? 

A. Configuration information about the Sitecore user interfaces 

B. Only the latest versions of items that have been published 

C. .NET membership and security authorization tables 

D. All versions of all the content, including unpublished content 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Which three areas of Sitecore allow you to view the available workflow commands of an item you are editing? (Choose
three.) 

A. Security Editor 

B. Workflow Command 

C. Experience Editor 

D. Content Editor 

E. Workbox 

F. Path Analyzer 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of developing field editor buttons for Experience Editor? 

A. To allow ContentAuthors to edit image fields within Experience Editor. 

B. To provide additional field-editing functionality for complex fields through a pop-up window. 

C. To give Content Authors the ability to change the field type as they work on content. 

D. To open therich text editor for fields of the rich text type in Experience Editor. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement explains the purpose of dynamic placeholders? 

A. Unlike static placeholders, users can create as many dynamic placeholders on a layout as needed. 

B. Dynamic placeholders with the same key can be used multipletimes on a page while allowing content within the
placeholder to be unique. 

C. Dynamic placeholders allow users to override the placeholder from a page and directly replace it with a new one. 

D. Dynamic placeholders allow the user to move the placeholder\\'scontent to any location on the page as necessary. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7
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Which of the following is considered a complex field and should not be rendered using the Html.Sitecore().Field()
method when developing with Sitecore MVC? 

A. Number 

B. Image 

C. Check box 

D. Single-line text 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

In a non-SXA multisite implementation, what is the recommended practice for storing reusable content that is shared
between the different sites? 

A. You should create a folder on each site and use cloning for this type of content. 

B. It is not a recommended practice to share content between sites. 

C. You should store this type of content outside of any one site\\'s content tree structure. 

D. Location does not matter because content can be retrieved from anywhere. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

How would you debug the Sitecore Content Delivery role that isrunning on containers? 

A. Attach to the w3wp.exe process of the container from your IDE. 

B. Open the container logs in Docker Desktop and review for errors. 

C. Right-click the container in Docker Desktop and select Debug. 

D. Stop the container and run adebug command from PowerShell. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

As you create templates and add standard values, you knowitems created from the templates should automatically have
the Title field populated with the name of the item. What should you do to ensure this occurs? 

A. Add $name token to the template\\'s standard values Title field. 

B. Set $name token in the newitem\\'s content Title field. 
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C. Set_name token in the new item\\'s content Title field. 

D. Add _name token to the template\\'s standard values Title field. 

Correct Answer: A 
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